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We interpolate in the complex method some real-intermediate quasi-Banach 
spaces. This enables us for example to get in a unilied way complex interpolation of 
H,, spaces 0 <pO <pr 4 co, from the real interpolation results. The H, spaces could 
be the standard ones as well as weighted H, spaces, H,, spaces on product domains, 
etc. (‘ 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
An extension of the A. P. Calderon method of complex interpolation to 
quasi-Banach spaces was first considered by N. M. Riviere in [ 111. The 
main obstacle to a fully successful theory is the failure of the maximum 
principle for functions assuming values in a quasi-Banach space; see [9]. 
We should point out that for the real interpolation method the situation is 
quite different; most central theorems from the Banach space setting hold 
in the quasi-Banach, and even in a more general situation. 
The extension to the quasi-Banach case is justified by the importance of 
some quasi-Banach spaces, notably H,,, p < 1. Several authors have sought 
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extensions of the theory to this setting. In this article we consider the com- 
plex interpolation of real-intermediate spaces. The result yields iden- 
tification of complex-intermediate spaces from the identification of real- 
intermediate ones. For example, from the Fefferman-Riviere-Sagher 
identification (HP@, Hp,)e,p=Hp7 UP=((~ -Wpo)+(Wp,)~ see PI we 
get a new proof of a result of A. P. Calderon and A. Torchinsky [3] : 
[HP,, Hp,b=HpT o<Po, PI <EC, vP=((l -w~O)+wPd 
S. Janson and P. Jones, in [7], have shown [H,,, BMOlo= H,,, 
l/p = (1 -0)/p,,. This in the Banach space case would yield the 
Calderon-Torchinsky result. However, since we do not have a reiteration 
theorem in the quasi-Banach case, the two results are apparently indepen- 
dent. Other applications of our theorem will be discussed later. 
We use the convention whereby c stands for a generic constant. Another 
convention we use is that a sum Ck ak, where the range of the index k is 
not specified, will stand for a sum of finitely many terms. 
COMPLEX INTERPOLATION 
Denote S={zIO<Rez<l}, S={zlOdRezdl}. Let A(S) be the 
space of scalar valued functions, analytic in S and continuous and bounded 
in s. Let (A,, A,) be an interpolation couple of quasi-Banach spaces. 
We consider the space 9 = 9?(A,, A,) of all functions f(z) = Ck,fk(z) ak, 
where a,eA,nA,, fk(z)eA(S). For such functions we define 
IfIY=suP- m<y<m W(~Y)lA,, \f(l+iy)l,,). Next one defines for 
aEA,nA,, 0<0<1, Ia(,=inf(IfI.(f(B)=a}. Clearly laloflal,,,,,. 
While the completion of (A,, n A,, / IH) makes sense in the abstract, it is 
not necessarily identifiable as a subspace of A, + A,. We cannot remedy 
the situation here by adding a third term supZGs lf(~)I~,+~, in the 
definition of Ifl9 as was done in [7]. While one has then Ial,> Ial,,+,,, 
the map from the completion of (A,n A,, I In) to A, + A, need not be 1-l. 
An important lemma of Stafney, [ 12, Lemma 2.51, states that if (A,, A,) 
is an interpolation couple of Banach spaces, and if aE A,n A, then 
where F is the space of A, + A, valued functions, analytic in S, continuous 
and bounded in s, and such that f(iy) E A,, f( 1 + iy) E A I. This lemma 
shows that in the Banach space case the definition of the interpolation 
norms here coincides with that of [2]. 
Rather than struggle with the abstract completions of (A, n A,, ( I <I) we 
will not consider interpolation spaces but interpolation norms on A, n A,. 
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When it happens that for a given space A,nA, c A c A,, + A, we have 
) /U-I JA and A,nA, is dense in A, we will write [A,, A,le=A. 
The following two theorems are proved as in the Banach space case, see 
VI. 
THEOREM 1. Let f E Y, 0 < 0 < 1. We have 
where ~~(6, y) are the Poisson kernel for S. 
THEOREM 2 (Interpolation). Let (A,, A,), (B,, B,) be two interpolation 
couples of quasi-Banach spaces. Let T: Aj -+ Bi be a linear operator 
I Tal. 6Mj IalA,. 
A4-$M~ /alAs. 
Then for 0~8x1, aeA,nA, we have ITa),< 
We next connect real and complex interpolation. 
THEOREM 3. Let (A,, A,) be an interpolation couple of quasi-Banach 
spaces. Let 0<8,<1, O<A<l O<q,<co. Denote: E,=(A,,A,)B,,y, for 
j=O, 1. Let 1/q=((1-2)/q0)+(~V/q,), 6,=(1-A)8,+M,. Then, if 
aE&nA, (c Eon&L we have lal~Eo,E,~,.~c 14,A,,,,4,,,,.q. 
Proof To build a function of F? which will represent a effectively, one 
has to find a representation of a which will give a good approximation of 
lal (AO,A,J,,,Y, and which has only a finite number of terms. This will be done 
first. One then has to construct the element of 9, and this part of the proof 
is not different than in the Banach space case; see [ 1, Theorem 4.7.21. We 
shall give only an outline of this part of the proof. 
Recall K(t,a)=inf(Ia,I,+tIa,I,/a,+a,=a, a,EAj}. If aEA,nA, 
then one has ajE A,n A,. Define the Gagliardo completion norms on 
&nA, 
Clearly /I a Iti d ) a Ij so that if one defines 
~(t,a)=inf{(Ia,II,+t IIa,Il,/a,+a,=a,a,~A,nA,), 
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one has g(f, a)<K(t, a). On the other hand, K(r, a)< I(al(, and ~(t, a)< 
t IIull,, so that if u,+u,=u and u,~&nA,, then K(t,u)~c{K(t,u,)+ 
K( t, a,)} < c( II a0 (I o + t II a, II , >. Taking intimum of last expression gives 
K(t, a) < cK( f, a). With a more careful analysis one can actually prove 
K(t, a) = z((t, a) in the quasi-Banach case (in the Banach case the proof 
above gives this result), but we shall not require the sharper result. 
One also defines J(t,u)=max{\aI,, t Iui,} and a(t,u)=max{Ilul\,,, 
t I/ a II r }. Clearly f d J, but unlike the case of K and g one does not have 
that J and 7 are equivalent. See remark 1.5 in [4]. One has, however, 
Denote this space by (A,,, A,),.,. Let UEA,~A,. For all n large IIu/I,< 
2K(2”, a) and for all --n large 2” I/ a I), 6 2K(2”, a). We can therefore find 
two sequences (uin},, so that uo,+a In = 4 II aon 110 +2” II Ql.2 II1 d W2”? a) 
and so that a,, = 0 for all --n large and a,, = 0 for all n large. 
Let a, = a,, - a,, I =a1n- I --a,,. One has a,, = 0 for all (n I large. As in 
the proof of the so called Fundamental Lemma (Lemma 3.3.2 in [ 1 I), 
3(2”, a,) d cK(2”, a), so that 
(C(2 9(27 u,))q’~q d c /a lH,<,’ 
Cu,, = a, 
and the last sum has only a finite number of terms. 
We come now to the second part of the proof which is the actual con- 
struction of the function in Y. Define 
,f,*(z) = a,2 +1SI(-)[J(2n, a,)lL’(=’ I ul$$‘, 
where Lk(z) are linear functions, to be chosen below. f(z)= Zfn(z), 
f(z) E Y. Denote 
L, is chosen so that (0,+ L,(x)) q.\-= 0q, L2 is chosen so that 
q,(l + L2(x)) = q, L, is chosen so that q/q\- + L3(x) = 1. One then has 
L,(l)=0 so thatf(A)=u and I.f(z)In,,,,<c la/,,,. Taking x=0 and x= 1 
gives lfl:#<c Ial,,,, for all uEA(,nA,. 
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THEOREM 4. Let (A,, A,) be an interpolation couple of quasi-Banach 
spaces. Assume that there exists a sublinear operator M, mapping A, + A, to 
measurable functions on some measure space (X, C, u) satisfying 
(1) M(~,a,+~~,a,)(m)bI~,IMa,(m)+/~,IMa,(m) for all j”,, 1,, 
and all m 4 E(a,, a,), where u(E(a,, a2)) = 0. (sublinearity). 
(2) IMal L,,< IalA, j=O, liO<pj< 03. 
Thenfor all aeA,nA,, 0<8< 1, we have /MaI,p ,,,, <lalCa,+ ,,,,, where 
l/P(e) = (( 1 - WPO) + (Q/P, ). 
Proof First, we show if fEB(A,, A,) f(e)=a then 
log I M4,,o, < s Oc log I ~f(iy)/,,wdR Y) dy x 
+ s x log IMf(l +iy)l,,w,(&.~)&. ~ x 
The argument uses the reasoning of 29.4 in [2]. f (z) = CfJz) ak. Let E, be 
the exceptional set to the sublinearity of M on the ak’s. Let E, be the set of 
all m E X so that for some k, 1 Ma,(m)/ = co. Then p(E,) = 0. We consider 
only m $ E,, u E, . Fix such an m. Claim: Mf (j + iy)(m) is a bounded and 
measurable function of y. Boundedness is clear, and as for measurability, 
let gk,,(j+ iy) be simple functions and I f,(j + iy) -g,Jj+ iy)l < l/l. 
Denote gl(j + iy) = Cgk.,(j + iy) ak. We have 
IMf(j+y)(m)-Mg,(j+iy)(m)l 
GWf(j+iy)-gdj+iy))(m) 
<Ufk(i+iy)-gk,,(j+iy)lMak(m)<fZ.Ma,(m)-+O, 
Mg,(j+ iy)(m) is a simple function of y and so Mf (j+ iy)(m) is a 
measurable function of y. Continue with m$E,uE,. Let 
(p: E Cm( - co, co), ‘p; bounded and 
(i) cp,“(~)2logMf(j+iy)(m), 
(ii) q;(y)> -n. 
Let Q”(z) be analytic in S continuous in S be such that 
Re @“(z) = jmG(Y) wok Y) 4+ j= CP;(Y) w,(z, Y) dy. 
-a -0s 
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Let g,(z) = ~“~‘~‘f(z). Then Mg,(z)(m) < e- Re@~,r’)Mf(~)(m). Therefore 
Mg,(j+iy)< 1 forj=O, 1. 
a+Mu(m) is a semi-norm on A,nA,. There exists therefore a linear 
functional I on A, n A 1 so that Is,(e) = Mg,(B)(m) and 1 la 1 < Mu(m) for 
all a E A, n A,. One has therefore, 
-““‘+il.~~(l+iy)wl(8,y)dy 
i 
= j-= I(g,(il’))w,(H,y)dy+SL 4g,(l+~Y))w,(~Y)~Y 
-co -2 
6 I cc Wg,(iy)) %(RY) dY -3: 
+r M(g,(l+iY)w,(e,Y))dY61 -cc 
and My(e)(m) de Re@“(tl1. Therefore log Mf(B)(m) d I?= cp;;( y) w,(t), y) dy 
+Jca, MY) w,(k Y) 4. Let n + cc and take intimum of right hand side 
over all qi and get 
log huw(m) djm log of wow, Y)4 -cr. 
+ i Oc log WI1 + iy)(m) w,(k Y) dy. -2 
This inequality holds for almost every m. Therefore, 
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5 MY& x 
m PO/Cl - 0) G (j[ j 
PC1 ~@)/PO 
ew 1% w-(b)(m) %(~~ Y)dY 
-cc 1 d/W) x > 
1 /PO 
i ) 
(l-011, 
M?f(t~)(m) 40) a~, Y) j$ 1 
+xprm(l~~{J-x MPy(l + iy)(m) d&n)}““) w,(B, y);]” 
so that 
rr 1liP rm 
log 1 j X ~pf(WWj4m)~ d J log I W.(~Y)(. )l,,w,(~, Y) dy x 
+s* 1% IWll +~~)(9,,Why)dy -cc 
We have shown IMf(e)l pCoj d I f I y. Taking infimum over f~ 29 with 
f(e) = a, we get I Mu(. )Ipcoj d I a / CAo,A,l,~, and the theorem is proved. 
APPLICATIONS 
We shall be brief here since all examples follow the same pattern. The 
principle is that whenever we have a real-interpolation scale in which the 
norms are given by a sublinear operator (typically a maximal operator) in 
the sense of Theorem 4, then complex interpolation holds in the interior of 
this space scale. In some cases the complex interpolation result has been 
proved directly while in others our theorem gives the first proof. We list 
some cases in point. 
(1) HP spaces on homogenuous groups. For an exposition of such 
spaces see [6]. The proof of the real interpolation result in [S] goes over 
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to this context, and the spaces are defined in terms of maximal functions, 
i.e., IflHp= IMflLp. From Theorem 4 one has I f I Hp,,j, 6 I f I cHp~Hp,l,,. For 
the converse inequality, let 
~<Po<Po<P, <PI < ~0. HP,,= (Hpo, H,,),,,,, ff,,, = (HP,, HP,),,,,. 
Applying Theorem 3, 
The two inequalities give [H,,,, H,,,], = HpcHj for 
O<PO~P,<~ 
1 l-8 0 
and -=- 
A@ PO +P,. 
(2) HP spaces on product domains. These can be defined on R”, x R”, 
by means of a maximal function. Let cp E sP(R” + “), j’p # 0. 
Mf=sup, >O~E *f, where &=Ccl, ~1 and cp,(x)=(lI~;$‘) (P(x,/E,, ~2/~2). 
I f I HP = t Mf I Lp(R”+m). K. C. Lin has shown in [S] that (HP,, Y),,p = H,, 
where Y=L, or Y= BMO. Using our theorems we have 
[f&o, &,,I, = H,, where 0 -=zpo, pI < co. The same results hold for the 
bi-disc. 
(3) Weighted HP spaces. If w E Am (Muckenhoupt class), f l HP,, iff 
for VEX jv#O Mf=swocE cpc *f satisfies Mf E L,,,. B. H. Qui has 
proved in [lO,Theorem3.2], that for O<p,<a, O<B<l, 
(Hpow L&=&w The corollary of our theorems then is that for 0 <po, 
PI < ~0, [HP,,., H,,,,.l, = HP,M.. 
Similar applications can be made to give interpolation theorems for 
Besov spaces, Triebel spaces, etc. We leave these to the reader, 
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